Creating a global approach

While litigation is usually regarded as a last
resort in the event of infrineement.
sometimes it is difficult to &oid. In such
cases it is important to ensure that you
have the right strategy in place particularly when the infringement has a
cross-border dimension. Nowadays, when
problems can arise in many corners of the
world, the need to think ahead and
understand how systems work in different
countries is ereater than ever.
In this egclusive roundtable discussion,
emerts from four iurisdictions - Mack
~ L b n eand
r Leigh ;\nnLindquist from
Sughrue Mion PLLC'S washington DC office;
Rolando Ochoa Hernandez of Mexico's
Uhthoff, Gomez Vega & Uhthoff SC;
Christian Thomas of Kuhnen & Wacker in
Germany; and Darren Olivier of Bowman
GilFillan in South Africa - discuss how brand
owners can identify the litigation strategies
that best meet their needs and present tips
for successful actions.

When infringement actions must be
motioned ex wrte bv brand owners. the
logical moment to niove forward with a
contentious action is when a registrar
deems that the right has evidently been
violated and that a risk of consumer
confusion exists.
ChristianThomas:In Europe, there are
several possible scenarios in which court
actions are necessarv. In our emerience.
negotiations and midiation are'very helpful
in most cases and usuallv result in eood. or
at least acceptable, solutions for b o k
parties. However, in the case of
irreconcilablelegal positions, court
assistance is unavoidable.
In addition, it is often preferable to take
action through the courts if the matter is
urgent. In order to limit the potential
damage to the client, it is often advisable to
take court action immediately. In urgent
cases a preliminary injunction is a good and
effective tool to stop a competitor from
infringing IP rights. Preliminary injunctions
are usually granted within one or two days
and - even if they are just a preliminary
ruling - often effectively end the dispute.

Damn O M u : In some cases court is the
Rolando Ochoa Hernandez:It absolutely
depends on the particularities of the case most specifically,on the relevant conduct.
For instance, if an alleged original product is
ex oflcio detained through a customs
checkpoint or is seized durim a raid
condicted by the General prosecutor's
Office or anv other branch of the d i c e
force, the natural way for the br&d owner
to react, under a zero-tolerance policy, is to
move forward with the necessary steps to
remove all illegal goods, which at some
point will involve the courts.

only option - for example, if urgent
injunctive relief is required; but frequently
there are other forunis. or example, I often
use trademark re~istrv
- . forums (for
cancellations or oppositions)as costeffective tribunals for dealing with the same
issues that would arise in coirt. In some
countries. such as South Africa. certain
packaging disputes can be qul;kly
adiudicated before the Advertisine"
standards Authority (ASA).
For company names, the national IP
officeoffersa quick and relatively painless

dispute resolution procedure for company
names of a cemin age. Domain name
dispute resolution forums are cost effective
and appropriate for certain online disputes.
For other online disputes, the
complaints procedures of Google, Facebook
and eBay may well be more appropriate
than court action. In some cases the parties
agree between themsehres to choose a
decision maker and abide bv his or her
decision under their own rules. Finally, the
World Intellectual ProDertv Oreanizatlon
Arbitration and ~ e d i i t i o i ~ e n thas
re
recently started to promote itself as a viable
alternative- though I have not used it yet.
Mack W e b n e ~
Although some like to sue
first and talk later, 1itiGtion is seldom the
'preferred option: It is expensive and the
outcome is never certain-~hatsaid, much
depends on the harm that is caused bv the
i&ngement. If the harm is not immediate,
litigation can be delayed until the effort to
resolve the issue through negotiation has
failed. Unfortunately,some <&ringers and
pirates recognize the cost of litigation to
both sides a i d use litigation filed against
them as a bargaining tool to increase the
amount of money they can extort from the
legitimate owner.
In taking the litigation step.
consideration must be given as to where
and in how many jurisdictions there must
be successful litigation to protect the client's
market interests. One suit in the i f i n g e t s
home jurisdiction may take care of the
problem. However, if this not possible - for
instance, because the infringer registered
first - then selective suits can be filed in
important markets with the goal of making
the infrineine activitv as wrofitable as
possible t: t<e infringer or &king the
ownership of the pirated mark of
diminished value so that reasonable
settlement can be reached.

Leigh Ann Ilndquist:Forum shopping is
possible in the United States.The Eastern
District of Virginia (or rhe'Rocket Docket') is

instance, in Mexico, aside from trade dress
issues, a trademark can be enforced only
when registration has been granted by the
Trademark Office. Second, it is important to
determine the extent to which trademark
institutions can be compatible with one
another. A decision issued by one judge may
be referred to in another jurisdiction or
even executed in other countries.
IAL:Cost, of course, is the most important
issue to consider in cross-border litigation
Is the client prepared to handle the expense,
time and disruption that cross-border'
litigation causes?Does the infringer have
the-ability to mount a defence onmultiple
fronts? If the infnneer has limited means
for a defence, initi&ng litigation in the
United States might be the best option. An
infringer can be buried in discovery
requests and depositions, and may be
unable to stay in the litigation for the long
haul. On the other hand, a well-funded
infringer requires a different strategy.
Also, sue in a jurisdiction where the
client's position is best. A favourable
decision with an injunction and an award of
damages affects the infringefs financial
ability to move forward. A n injunction
issued in a jurisdiction with a big market for
the product or service makes it more
diffifult for the infringer to continue to
litigate in other jurisdictions.

CT: I agree that cost is undoubtedly an
important issue when it comes to crossborder litieation but even more imoortant
is the quegion of enforceability ~ s i e c i a l l ~
in the European Union, it is vital to consider
the problems arising from the different
legai systems and the enforceability of the
iudment
in different member states.
,
Standardizationwithin the European
Union, as imolemented throueh the
~ u r o ~ i ~niorcement
an
order&
Uncontested Claims andlor EU Reeulation
441zoo1on jurisdiction and the &pition
and enforcement of judgments in civil and
commercial matters, improved and
simplified cross-border litigation
considerably. Nevertheless, enforceability is
still a major issue which needs to be
considered.
Several issues should therefore be kept
in mind before starting a cross-border
litigation. These include enforceability
(including in other countries),the
possibility of obtaining compensation, the
importance of the maket, t i e potential
benefit and whether a iudament mieht have
cas&
a negative intluence on
pending in other countries.
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Associate
Uhthoff. Gomez Veea & Uhthoff. SC
Rolando Ochoa-Hernandez specializes in
the field of IP litigation. He holds a law
degree from the Universidad de Sonora,
with several graduate diplomas in different
areas of law issued bv thelnstituto
Tecnoldgico ~ u t b n o & de
o M&ico and the
Universidad Panamericana he also
obtained a PhD in legal studies from the
Universidad Panamericana. He is an active
member of the Mexican Association for the
Protection of Intellectual Property and has
been a member of the firm for seven years.
DO: Also key are getting the right advisers
and meticulous preparation. Bv this. I mean

knowing, for ex&nile, that in the United
Kingdom, trademark attorneys are not
necessarily solicitors; or that a particular
solicitor is primarily a non-contentious
adviser or perhaps not adept with filing
expertise (which may be crucial);or wen
that certain firms do not have the depth of
assistance to work over the opposition in
say, a discovery exercise; or that the country
operates a split bar system which can have
significant cost implications.
The ability to anticipate the other side's
reaction is also crucial- a seizure in France
on a US infringer mav lead to a counter in
the United states fora declaration for noninfringement; even an opposition in one
country may lead to a retaliatory
cancellation claim in another.
Commercial considerationsare also
important - especially when suing within
an industry. A well-drafted and considered
legal claim could prove to be an
embarrassment for a separate business unit,
or even the chief executive officer, trying to
establish a commercial deal.

CT: One of the key elements is a wellorganized, updated and closely monitored
IP portfolio. Companies that care for their IP
portfolio have a much higher chance of
finally succeeding in court actions and are
better prepared to react to potential
counterattacks.
A further key element is the gathering
of relevant information and the
structured reprocessing of this
information in the statement of claim.
The judge should receive only information
which is necessanr for ruling on the case.
Evidence documenting the infringement
should therefore be collected and stored
in order to present these documents
whenever needed.
Additionally,one should always try to
obtain as much information as possible
about the opponent, such as turnover,
financial situation, number of employees,
products distributed and affiliated
companies, as well as its IP portfolio. Only
those who know their enemv in detail will
finally succeed.
NNV: Favourable facts and favourable law
are really the key elements to a successful
case. Elements that favour a successful
outcome are brazen infringement of the
plainws mark, a famous mark that is
h i n g e d , a strong registration position of
the olaintiff's mark and laws providing for
da&ages, attorneys' fees, prciuct refail and
injunctive relief. Nothing is more crucial
than the facts of the case. The ability to
quickly show the infringer that it is at a
great economic risk will help bring the case
to a prompt close.
ROH: With this. I would recommend a

staged approach. First. identify the problem
anzveri& whether the brandown& has a
leeitimate Dosition to lodee an action. You
t&n need io build a stratigy that complies
with the particularities of the case. followed
by the gathering of evidence.
In Mexico, the MTO mostly accepts
documented elements of proof, which must
come in originals or certified copies; this
will become important when use of a
trademark is an issue. In infringement cases,
it is crucial to enter the procedure with
documented proof of the illegal conduct in this case, a notary's certification will do.
Finally, looking at prosecution,in Mexico
there are no formal oral hearings - each
procedural stage takes place in writing.

gC It is important to ensure the ftow of

information between local counsel. An
attorney in one country will likely benefit from
pending litigation in another, o r might become
aware of new information. Cooperation can
save lots of work and thus expense 93

Informally, though, the officers in charge
usually receive counsel off the record, to
discuss the case.
DO: I'd add to all this meticulous and
thorough preparation, and a dogged
determination to get to the facts and work
the case at a pace that works for vour
client. Also important are the flexibility to
t an
deal with surwises. the s u ~ o o rof
excellent t e a k anda straiiit-talking,
cooperative client.

IAL:Litigation can be based on unfair
competition laws, passing-off statutes,
famous marks law and copyright law,
depending on the country. Specifically,
unfair competition laws and passing-off
statutes allow the brand owner to object to
infringing use based on its prior use rights
If a mark is famous in a particular country
-even if unregistered as a trademark - it is
still possible prevent another from using
that mark. Co~vriehtlaws allow the brand
owner to make an objection based on a
claimed copyright in a stylized logo or
trade dress, while customs recordations can
also help the brand owner.
A registered trademark or coDvri&t
.. can
be reco&d with US ust toms to prevent the
imoort of infrineine goods or counterfeit
&ds. In some countries, such as China,
customs recordation of a reeistered mark can
prevent the export of goods-fmm the country.
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Ck I agree - trademarklaw really is only one

of several possibdities to protect brands.
Unfair competition and copyright legislation,
as well as design law, assist brand owners in
protecting their rights; all these different laws
overlap to some extent and some of them
have the function of a collecting pit Some
examples: slavish imitation of a brand is
prohibited not only by the Trademark Act,
but also by Unfair Competition Law. The
designer of a logo can refer not only to
trademark law, but also to copyright law. The
same applies if a brand is design protected, as
the owner of the design (eg a Community
design) may derive rights fmm its design
right. The interaction of all these different
laws guarantees a high standard of protection
for brand owners in Europe.

arrangements and the like may work. Tactics
such as ring fencing, advanced filing systems
and the purchase of thirdparty marks can
also be used as a lower-term stealth stratem.
-.
Remember: there is &ways a chink in the
other side's armour-wu iust need to find it
or create it. Altemati&ly, &ere may be a
chance to outmanoeuvrethem commerciallv,
such as through a price war or a purchase ofB,
supplier critical totheother side's business.

ROH: In Mexico, there are several paths that

a company can take in order to overcome
trademark issues, depending on the
circumstancesof thecase. Copyright means
that brand owners sometimes hold authors'
rights which may be implemented as
effectivelv as brand riehts. Also of wtential
interest &e antitrust @ouowingt h i global
trend. Mexico reeulates anti-comoetitive
conduct)and labilling, as the ~ e A c a n
s e c r e t q of state has established specific
marking requirements, depending on the
nature of the product. Brand owners could
also consider general commercial issues,
particularly wrhen the disputing parties have
had a commercial relationship.
DO: There is aiways a commercial solution
available, so sale, Licensing, supply

MW:In these countries, enforcement of any
rights can be difficult. Finding the best local
counsel available is the safest procedure.
While these jurisdictions seem to have no
specific laws relating to passing off - or
unfair competition, as we call it - they do
seem to understand fame or well-kn&
status of brands and imaaerv Lf the client
can show that the packag&is well known,
a daim based on fraud seems to have some
potential for success.
it is again important to understand, as
early as possible, the importance of creating

filing applications for border seizures in
order to stop the import and export of
looka!ike products. An effective and wellprepared application for border seizures in
the Eurooean Union will orevent lookalike
products'from entering t i e European
market. It is oossible to inform Customs
about the typical routes used by traffickers
of lookalike products.

notorietv around a brand and retaining
exampl& of advertising, sales records,ihirdDam references and other indicia of the
&ellyknown status of the mark, packaging,
imaeervof the client and the increasine
pop;;l&ty of the brand.
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ROH:Packaging is indeed important.
Although Mexican IP law is not very specific
concerning trade dress matters and does not
recognize non-traditional marks, trade dress
can still be used to protect brands. In my
experience, the commercial presentation
and general packaging of products including colour combinations - can be
enforced as an additional part of a
trademark.
If an infringement action is based solely
on trade dress, there is no scooe to seize
products, since according to Mexican IP
laws. trade dress is the onlv cause of
infringement for which seizure cannot be
aoolied.
I would therefore recommend that
*.
trade dress be claimed alongside an
additional cause of infringement (where
possible), so that seizure can be enforced
DO: In South Africa, there is also significant
protection under the ASA code for product
packaging (exploitation of advertising
goodwill and imitation). In other African
countries, where rights may be difficult to
enforce or where the ASA code is not
appropriate, our advice tends to be that the
vrovrietor invest in an advanced
keghation system to protect, say, naked
trademarks (marks for the label without the
wording) which have been effective, and
use copyright legislation where
appropriate. One needs to look at the
manufacture of labels that are more
difficult or expensive to copy - the use of
metal coloured paint, for example, makes
copvine
-. more expensive. In order to show
copying, deliberaie errors or fingerprints
are h e l ~ fin
~ the
l case of counterfeitine.
~o;lookalikes, educational campai&s
or frequent changes in packaging can be a
legal deterrent too. Effective marking. as an
attempt to put the public on notice of
distinctive features of the packaging, can
also be an effective deterrent. A reputation
for having a zero-tolerance approach can
also assist when cease and desist letters are
sent.

-

CT: Ultimately, it depends on the
importance of the specific country or
market to the brand owner. If the market is
of great importance, one should always try
to obtain IP protection, even if that
jurisdiction does not currently provide

ROH: I would suggest conditioning
disbursements on the recovery of attorneys'
fees. In some jurisdictions a successful party
can claim reimbursement of attorneys'
expenses, including profess~onalfees
In Mexlco. the oosslbhtv for thls 1s
restricted: attorneys' fees are awarded only
in a limited amount and onlv in civil cases specifically,when claiming compensation
for losses and damages. In solely
administrative actions - for instance,
infringement and trademark cancellation
actions - there is no scope to claim the
reimbursement of attorneys' fees.Another
way to control costs is simply to fix flat fees.

.

IAL:It is also important to have a

Sughrue Mion PLLC
Ufndquist@sughme.com
Mack Webner and Leigh Ann Lindquist are
partners in the Washington DC firm of
Sughrue Mion PLLC.
counsel clients
in IP law, and often team in litigation
matters jn the US federal courtrand the US
Patent and Trademark Office. Ms Lindauist
is a member of the Steering ~ommitteefor
the IP section of the Washington DC Bar
Association. Mr Webner has been an
adjunct professor of trademark law and is
chair-emeritus of the IPCouncil for the
University of Akron [Ohio] School of Law.
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sophisticated IP protection. In such
countries one should try to build up a good
IP portfolio in cooperation with local
counsel in order to have at least some
counter-measures available.
Furthermore, we always recommend

coordinator for the litigation - possibly
outside counsel in one country or a
designated in-house attorney. That person
willihen ensure that counsei in each
country are keot
. apprised
.. of develooments
in all &rent and potential litigation on at
least a monthly basis. The coordinator will
also keep track of the litigation and
counsel, so unnecessary spending is kept
in check.
A portal for outside counsel also helps to
coordinate things and rein in costs. Outside
counsel can the; check the portal for
updates, scheduling orders for different
jurisdictions, relevant documents and other
information. Any information available at
the portal needs to comply with protective
orders that mav be in olace in different
iurisdictions. &e coorhinator should ensure
ihat there are clear terms of use for the
portal and that all communications between
counsel in different jurisdictions either go
through or are copied to him or her.

CT:In addition, where possible, one should
try to take advantage of existing
bilateral/multilateral regulations. One such
regulation is the Community Trademark
Regulation, which allows the owner of a
Community trademark to obtain a

iud~mentfrom a Community trademark
mu& with effect in all 27 EU member
states. In such case it is not necessarv to
take legal action in each individual
jurisdiction, as the judgment is enforceable
in all member states.
In order to reduce costs, it is also
important to consider the jurisdiction. If the
opponent is active in several countries, it is
often sufficient to take legal action in its
main m&t areas to stop it from selling
infrin- -.uroducts.
Last but not least. as my fellow
vanellists have mentioned. it is imuortant
to ensure the flow of information Getween
the national local counsel. An attomev in
one country will likely benefit from &e
pending litigation in-anothercountry, as he
or she might become aware of useful and/or
new information. Cooperation and
teamwork between collearmes in different
countries can rave lots of"wok and thus
expense.

DO: From a distance, and from the way in

-

DO:In some cases M n g or insurance
may be available which could cover the
costs of litigation.Apart from that, get
accurate fee costinas- and make everyone
stick to them. some firms offer cappeh fees,
contingencv or proiect-based fees. The kev
thing 6 co;;troiis &rises, expectation;
and management.Avoiding duplication is
another area to focus o n especially when
ureuarine evidence.
Final& effective communication (which
may include using IT solutions)wthin a
global team, which is neither excessive nor
&u3equate, can really help to reduce costs.

..
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ROH:I think best practice is rooted in two
aspects. First is effectiveresults. It is
important to obtain a successful outcome
from the disuute. but it is also im~erahve
k
i the
t good reiults are balanced w
ient's needs, such as time and cost
uirements. Second is day-today
s, as this will give
of trends and
tendencies.Also, most of the time cases
need to be discussed with the officers in
- charge, so that they may have a better grasp
. . of legal de~ositions.
~
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best practice centres on a
lient and advanced planning.
want action taken, but are
accept the dismption that
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Christian Thomas is an associate attorney
with IP law firm Kuhnen & Wacker in
Gennany. He specializes in IP-related
litigation and prosecution (in particular,
trademark, internet, unfair competition,
design and product piracy). Mr Thomas
studied law at Ludwig-MaximiliansUniversity in ~ u n i c h a n djoined the
Munich Bar Association in zoos. He was
awarded his PhD from the ~ n i v e r s iof
t~
Salzburg. Before joining Kuhnen & Wacker
he worked for a law firm in Australia, and
he freauentlv lectures and writes on IPrelated matt;rs.

litigation brings. The client must
.
understand (thou& thev usuallv do not
until they have be& thiough thi procedure
at least once) that cases will succeed onlv if
the facts aremade available to counsel k d ,
when necessary, the proper personnel are
made available to provide testimony.
it is a fortunate attorney whosedient
recogmzes well ahead of any infringement
that it is important to protect its brands in
kev manufacturing countries and kev
mirkets for its pro>~cts.Pacts such as
registration, a registration that pre-dates
use, attempted registration or registration
by the infringer, sales volumes, revenues
from sales and brand recognition
in the
jurisdiction of the suit are vital to successful
Litigation. A cooperative client that has
takenthe appropriate steps to protect its
brand is the best practice one can ask for
in litigation.
The next most important consideration
is selecting counsel whose opinion and skill
you trust and with whom you can work
cooperatively.

which it has been reported the way in
which Ethiopia and Starbucks settledtheir
coffeebeantrademark dispute really
impressed me. Rather than seeking damages
or cessation or court decisions, the two
parties managed to weave a deal that could
increase demand for local Ethiopian coffee
beans (therebyempoweringa workforce) in
a manner that appeared to give Starbucks
the glow of social responsibility,without a
cash pavout I also liked the wav that the
FABERGEtrademark was appa&ntiy wrested
from Unilever throueh a aobal cancellation
programme followini fa&d negotiation
t a b in the earhr staees. In this examole.
litigation was s k t e ~ c a l l y
used as a i e a n s
to an (effet%ve) end.

CT:An interesting case to me was the
worldwide EPllADY case at the end of the
1980s -the first litigation in Europe to be
based on the same European patent
validated in individual member states
agajnstaslngle i&h@gp~BductRemington's 'Smooth and Silky' depilatory
device.As patent litigation in Europe was
(and still is) in the national domain, the
same question of infringement was judged
individualhr in each countrv and the
decisions rendered were v& different.
For example, within a few days the
German court of first instance granted a
~reliminarviniunction: whereas the case
;uas dismikedand stm& from the court
records in the United Kingdom But at
second instance the UK courts allowed the
preliminsly injunction,whereas in
Germanv the ureliminarv hiunction was
rescinded at skond ins&& because the
court tasked a court exuert with finding out
"whether the skilled pekon thinks so
abstractly as to recognize that with the
Epilady
. - device, the coil spring was used not
as a spring, but as a mu~ii-~incer.
In the end, the applicant prevailed in
Germany, the Netherlands and other
countries. but lost in the United Kingdom.
Austria and other countries. This
demonstrates the need for a common
European patent litigation court in the
future.
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ROW When lengthy procedural paths are

evident obstacles, contentiousactions are
recommended only when seizure of the
products is feasible; otherwise, the

is rendered without an oral hearing. In case
of doubt, the judge will usually contact the
petitioner by phone, so that the request can
be amendedor withdrawn accordingly. In
both cases this will happen without the
defendant being informed. The defendant
will be informed of the existence of the
ruling only by delivery of same, which is
effected directly from party to party. m

trademark owner will exhaust its exclusive
right without obtainingan opportune result.
The detained ~roductsare a bargaining chip
that the plainkTcan potentially use to
obtain a positive result from the defendant
without having to await a court decision

-
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DO: To that, I would add a number of tips:
The media can be used to name and
shame offenders.
Successes should be published as
deterrents to the public at large.
A zero-tolerance reputation, strongly
worded cease and desist letters and
consistent badgering can be helpful.
Knowledge of procedures for tax
returns, filing of annual reports and the
like can be especially helpful if the
infringer is an opportunist and may not
be diligent in other areas of corporate

.
-
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governance.
There should be a cultureof not copying
through advertising.

aIn most jurisdictions the customs
authorities can also assist trademark owners
with stopping infringing and counterfeit
goods. Cultivating and maintaining a good
relationship with Customs is therefore
important.
Similarly, the US Food and Drug
Administrationand the US Postal Service
can also assist with identifymg and seizing
counterfeit goods. In the United States, the
federal or state zovernment may be
interested in bringing counterfeiting or
unfair competition claim actions - federal
criminal
for counterfeiting are
enforced by US attorneys and the
Department of Justice.The US Federal Trade
Commission pursues false and deceptive
marketing claims. Some state attorneys
general have the ability to pursue state
criminal daims against counterfeiters and
g against companies for
can b ~ action
unfair or false business claims.
The Office of the US Trade
Representative (USTR) also serves as a
resource for brand owners that encounter
problems with counterfeiters. If the conduct
suggests a pattern the USTR may be able to
negotiate with its counterpart in a
particular country to assist in resothe
issue. If a domain name is invO1ved.
consider filing a domain name dispute
under the Internet Corporation for Assigned
Names and Numbers rules. These
proceedings are relatively inexpensive and
are resolved quidrly.
CT: Where legal action is unavoidable. I have
found chat the rather low requirements for

b

amn Olivier
Mead of brand enforcement and
inti-counterfeiting group
Bowman GilRllan Inc
tolivier@bowmangilfiIIanncom

Darren Olivier is head of the trademark
litigation section at Bowman Gilfillan.
A dual qualified solicitor/attorney (UK and
South Africa), and a qualified trademark
practitioner (South Africa),he is cofounder of AFRO-IP, a social networking
site and blog aimed at developing and promotine IP interests in Africa. Prior to
joining ~ i w m a Gilfillan,
n
he was a partner
at a leadine London Citv firm and spent
several
as sole IP counsel to dunlop
Slazenger Group, managing its IP and
licensing model throughout the world.
obtaining a preliminary injunction in
trademark matters in Germanv often
surprise colleagues from other countries.
Trademark owners might use a preliminary
injunction as the most efficient means to
assert their claims within avery short
timeframe - at least by obtaining cease and
desist orders, which are usually of major
interest. In cases where the facts are more or
less unambiguous (ie, a risk of confusion
exists). the petitioner will receive an
enforceable'ruling within a few days sometimes even within a few hours - bv
means of which it can prohibit the inknger
from using the respective designation The
infriwing use must have taken place in
~ermanfbutthis is usually thecase in view
of cross-border trade and the international
clientele of online shops.
Preliminarv
in trademark
, iniunctions
,
infringement matters are common in
Germanv and can be obtained relativelv
quickly k d easily, since the petitioner need
only credibly show the facts of the case, but
need not prove them. Generally, a judgment
Jw/ruV2010 World RsdermrkR
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